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Multichannel-quantum-defect-theory treatment of preionized
and predissociated triplet gerade levels of H2
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Multichannel quantum defect theory~MQDT! is used to calculate highly excited predissociated and preion-
ized triplet gerade states of H2. The treatment isab initio and is based on the clamped-nuclei quantum-defect
matrices and dipole transition moments derived from quantum-chemical potential energy curves by Rosset al.
@Can. J. Phys.~to be published!#. Level positions, predissociation or preionization widths and relative intensi-
ties are found to be in good agreement with those observed by Lemboet al. @Phys. Rev. A38, 3447~1988!; J.
Chem. Phys.92, 2219~1990!# by an optical-optical double resonance photoionization or depletion technique.

PACS number~s!: 31.15.2p, 33.80.Gj, 33.80.Eh, 34.50.Gb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly excited triplet states of H2 have been observed i
optical emission in discharges since the early work of Ri
ardson@1# and Dieke@2#. However, it was not until 1983 tha
Eyler and Pipkin@3# who produced excited triplet H2 by
electron bombardment, were able to carry out hig
resolution laser studies of excited triplet gerade bound~and
weakly predissociated! levels arising from the 4s and 4d
Rydberg orbitals. More recently, Bjerreet al. @4# and Lembo
et al. @5,6# used the charge exchange reaction of H2

1 ions
with Cs atoms to populate various vibrational-rotational le
els of the metastablec 3Pu

2 state of H2. Laser excitation of
these long-lived levels then leads to strongly predissocia
and preionized triplet gerade states at higher energies
were reached in the preceding experiments. Since in th
experiments the vibrational-rotational population distributi
in the lower c state was unknown and could not be co
trolled, an optical-optical double-resonance depletion te
nique was employed that permitted the singling out of sp
tral resonances originating from a common lower level.
this way most of the bound lower levelsc 3Pu

2, v9, N9 of
the observed resonances could be assigned with confid
and tentative assignments of the upper-state valuesN ~and
parity! could also be given. By using a variant of the dep
tion technique, Lemboet al. @5# detected a progression o
broad resonances which, while lying above the ionization
well as the H(1s)1H(n52) dissociation threshold, turne
out to decay only into the molecular dissociation chann
These resonances were assigned to thej 3Dg

2 state predis-
sociated by thei 3Pg

2 state. This is illustrated schematical
by Fig. 1, which displays selected potential-energy curve
triplet H2 in the energy range relevant for these experime
Their assignments were based on the agreement, to w
about 10 cm21, of the positions of the observed resonanc
and theoretical bound vibrational levels calculated for thj
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state with the best availableab initio potential-energy curve
@7#.

In another set of experiments, Lemboet al. @6# found
sharper resonances (G'1 – 4 cm21) that are simultaneously
preionized and predissociated and where the competition
tween the two decay channels varies from one resonanc
another. These upper states could only tentatively be ass
ated with the predictedr 3Pg state of H2 but no detailed
interpretation was given.

The aim of the present work is to present a unified int
pretation of the experiments of Bjerre, Helm and, collabo
tors in terms of multichannel quantum-defect theory us
the clamped-nuclei quantum-defect matrices derived in R
@8#. We confirm essentially all assignments and conclusi
of Refs.@4–6#. In addition, we are able to assign some of t
spectral features that previously could not be attributed,
we account quantitatively for most aspects of their obser
tions including resonance positions, resonance profiles
the competition between ionization and dissociation.

r-
t

FIG. 1. Selected potential-energy curves of triplet H2 ~full lines,
3Pg ; thin dashed lines,3Dg! and H2

1 ~thick dashed lines!. The
excitation scheme is indicated by a vertical arrow. The ranges
lower and upper levels involved in the experiments of Refs.@4–6#
are indicated by pairs of horizontal lines, respectively.
©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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II. THEORY

In this section, we present a brief review of a treatmen
competing molecular ionization and dissociation proces
that is unified in the sense that the radial coordinate of
Rydberg electronr, and the dissociative reaction coordina
R are treated on the same footing. Thus the concept of
‘‘molecular core’’ is extended accordingly: It is defined b
r ,r 0 , R,R0 , where r 0 corresponds to the range of th
multipole and polarization long-range fields of the H2

1 core,
and R0 corresponds, roughly, to the range of the molecu
electronic ground- and excited-state potentials of H2

1. Apart
from its conceptual appeal, one advantage of our approac
that the coupling of ionization and dissociation channels
treated nonperturbatively.

A stationary wave function allowing for both ionizatio
and dissociation can be set up as follows: Outside the c
(r .r 0) one writes

cr~r !5 (
i P$I 01I c%

u i &H Zi
r f i~r !

2F(
i 8

Zi 8
r Ki 8,i

I I
1(

d8
Zd8

r Kd8,i
DI Ggi~r !J , ~1!

Here, f i and gi are, respectively, regular~sin-type! and ir-
regular~cos-type! radial Coulomb wave functions appropr
ate for the Coulomb interactionVi(r )522/r 1 l i( l i11)/r 2

~in Rydberg units! between the separating H2
1 core ande2

Rydberg electron.ui& denotes the rovibronic core statee1,
ve

1 , Ne
1 together with the angular partl i of the Rydberg

electron wave function.Ki 8,i
I I and Kd8,i

ID are reaction matrix
elements connecting different ionization channels or ioni
tion channels with dissociation channels, respectively.Z are
channel expansion coefficients andr is a solution index. For
R.R0 , the analog of Eq.~1! is given by

cr~R!5 (
dP$D0%

ud&H Zd
rFd~R!

2F(
d8

Zd8
r Kd8,d

DD
1(

i 8
Zi 8

r Ki 8,d
ID GGd~R!J , ~2!

where, for example,Fd(R) andGd(R) are taken to be regu
lar and irregular free-particle vibrational continuum fun
tions, respectively.KDD is due to the interactionVd(R)
5Ud(R)1Jd(Jd11)/mR2 ~Ud is the Born-Oppenheime
potential,m is the reduced nuclear mass! between two sepa
rating H atoms.ud& denotes the corresponding molecu
electronic state, together with the angular~rotational! partJd
of the separating H atoms. Equations~1! and~2! are station-
ary multichannel scattering wave functions. Note that
summation in Eq.~1! includes open as well as closed cha
nels as is characteristic for multichannel quantum-de
theory where long-range Rydberg states are treated on
same footing as ionization scattering states. In Eq.~2!, on the
other hand, we have omitted the summation over long-ra
bound vibrational states since such states~arising, e.g., from
06251
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H11H2 ion-pair states! do not occur in the present problem
Our task at this point is to evaluate the matricesKII , KDD

andKID for the problem at hand. Their direct calculation b
ab initio theory has been discussed recently by one of us@9#,
but is not feasible at this stage for the present problem.
stead, we shall follow the procedure outlined in Ref.@10#
where it was shown how wave functions of the form in Eq
~1! and~2! can be related to the clamped-nuclei purely ele
tronic quantum-defect matrices.

In the absence of coupling betweenI andD, the submatrix
KII may be calculated from the clamped-nuclei quantum
fects by the well-known procedures of molecular MQD
combined with rotational-vibrational frame transformatio
~see various papers reprinted in Ref.@11#!, while KDD is
taken diagonal since dissociation is assumed to take p
separately along the relevant Born-Oppenheimer poten
energy curves. The procedure@10# for evaluatingKID starts
out by writing Eqs.~1! and~2! in eigenchannel form, e.g., fo
dissociation:

cr~R!5 (
dP$D0%

Td,rud&@Fd~R!2tan~ptr!Gd~R!#, ~3!

where theTd,r are the elements of the unitary projectio
matrix T that diagonalizes the open-channel interaction~I
andD!. The fact thatKID is present introduces an addition
contribution to the asymptotic phase shiftptr that would not
be there ifKID50. This additional phase shift changes t
logarithmic derivative of the vibrational component atR
5R0 , 2b, with respect to what it would have been. Th
procedure first performs a few~two or three typically! initial
calculations with ‘‘trial’’ values ofb or, in other words, with
arbitrary assumedKID . The superposition principle is the
used to obtain the correctKID that yields identical eigen-
phasesptr in all channelsI andD. For an initial fixed trial
value ofb at R5R0 , Eq. ~2! takes the form

cr~x!~R!5 (
dP$D0%

Zd
r~x!ud&@Fd~R!2tan~ptd

~x!!Gd~R!#,

~4!

wherex51,2... refers to the calculation carried out with th
logarithmic derivative2b(x). The channel mixing coeffi-
cientsZd

r(x) are determined by carrying out a ‘‘normal’’ rovi
bronic MQDT calculation forR<R0 , expressed in terms o
the clamped-nuclei quantum-defect matricesm (L)(R). In this
calculation, each vibrational basis functionx(R<R0) has the
sameb(x) value at R5R0 and the continuous connectio
with the asymptotic form of@Eq. ~4!# is thus ensured. The
frame transformation procedure in turn connectscr(x) to the
I arrangement. For larger, where the closed-channel comp
nents of Eq.~1! are vanishing exponentially, one obtains

cr~x!~r !5 (
i P$I 0%

Zi
r~x!u i &@ f i~r !2tan~ptr

~x!!gi~r !#, ~5!

wherer takes the values 1...NI 0
with NI 0

the number of open
ionization channels. At this point we have constructed a to
1-2
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MULTICHANNEL-QUANTUM-DEFECT-THEORY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 062511
wave function of eigenchannel form, but this will have d
sociation phase shiftsptd

(x) in the D arrangement that in
general differ from theptr

(x)’s obtained for theI arrange-
ment. In addition, theZd

r andZi
r coefficients will not form a

unitary matrix contrary to what is expected according to E
~3!.

We now make use of the fact that any desired phase s
in a given dissociation channeld can be obtained by a supe
position of two functionscr(x), x51,2, with suitable coeffi-
cientscr(x). The following combination will generate a com
mon asymptotic phase shift in all channelsi andd:

(
r~x!

cr~x!cr~x!
~r !5 (

i PI 0

u i &Zi
r@ f i~r !2tan~ptr!gi~r !#,

~6a!

(
r~x!

cr~x!cr~x!
~R!5 (

dPD0

ud&Zd
r@Fd~R!2tan~ptr!Gd~R!#,

~6b!

Since our system has in allNI 0
1ND0

open channels, we

need the same number of superposition coefficientscr(x). In
order to have the correct number of Eqs.~6! we may thus
e.g., take all theNI 0

solutions forx51 and selectND0
solu-

tions from the set x52. By replacing cr(x)(r ) and
cr(x)(R) in Eq. ~6! by their asymptotic expressions~4! and
~5!, ~with coefficientsZ and phase shiftst already known!
we obtain a generalized linear eigenvalue system whose
lution yields the coefficientsc and the eigenphasespt. With
these quantities known, we evaluate the channel coeffici
Zi

r andZd
r: these are in fact the elementsTi ,r andTd,r of the

(NI 0
1ND0

)3(NI 0
1ND0

) unitary eigenvector matrix of the

total reaction matrixK consisting ofKII , KDD , andKID .
This procedure thus relates the total reaction matrixK to

the known body-fixed quantum-defect matricesm (L)(R). In
order to account for the laser experiments we also require
dipole transition amplitudes for excitation from thec state to
the triplet gerade channels. The superposition and trans
mation coefficients determined in the various stages of
evaluation ofK similarly relate the desired effective real d
pole transition channel amplitudesDc

i and Dc
d ~wherec de-

notes a given vibration-rotation level of the lowerc state! to
the body-fixed dipole transition momentsd(R) evaluated in
Ref. @8#.

Note that theK matrix thus evaluated is not symmetric b
construction nor is its eigenvector matrixT exactly unitary.
These properties provide a checka posteriori of the proper
convergence of the calculation that to some extent depe
on the choice of theNI o

1NDo
solutionscr entered into Eq.

~6! as well as on the choice of the logarithmic derivativ
2b(x) at R5R0 . In order to obtain a totalK matrix that is
energy independent over a range of, say, a few hundred
ciprocal centimeter units, we have found that it is advan
geous to ‘‘artificially’’ open a number of ionization channel
thereby including weakly closed channels in the reaction m
06251
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trix as is customary in MQDT. These and other more te
nical aspects of the method will be discussed in detail i
forthcoming publication@12#.

III. RESULTS

A. Details of calculation

In our calculations, we covered the range from 125 000
133 000 cm21 ~see Fig. 1!. A few additional calculations in
selected portions of the 118 000–125 000 cm21 range will be
discussed in Sec. III C below. We used the clamped-nu
3Pg and 3Dg quantum defects from Ref.@8# along with the
3Pu defect curve representing the lower state. A few cal
lations of upper-state continuum levels ofc symmetry were
also made and required in addition quantum defects for
3Sg

1 electronic symmetry. These were taken from Ref.@13#.
The number of open ionization channelsX 2Sg

1 ,v1,N1,l to
be taken into account in the range of interest varies from
the lower edge up to a maximum of 15 at the upper ed
depending on theNc(d) value considered.N here and later is
the total angular momentum exclusive of spin. The sup
script c or d denotes, respectively, levels with total pari
1(21)N or 2(21)N @sometimes also referred to as~1! and
~2! Kronig parity levels#. The whole range lies above th
H(1s)1H(2s,p) dissociation limit at 118 375.6 cm21. There
are two triplet gerade states converging to this limit,a 3Sg1

and i 3Pg , but we have included only the latter in our ca
culations because, first, most of the resonances observe
Bjerre, Helm and, collaborators@5,6# are ofd symmetry for
which S1 channels play no role anyway, and second,
dynamics in this region is expected to be dominated by
3Pg and 3Dg symmetries as discussed in Ref.@8#.

In the calculations of the totalK matrix we usedR0
57 a.u. For each selected logarithmic derivative2b at R0
we included about 55 vibration or rotation levels associa
with the X 2Sg

1 H2
1 ground state and about 65 vibratio

rotation levels associated with theA 2Su
1 repulsive excited

core state. Thus for each selected energy andNc(d) value, the
‘‘normal’’ rovibronic MQDT calculation was carried ou
with a total of 150–250 channels depending on the pa
and the energy. The calculational procedure followed exa
the method described in Ref.@13#. The number of ‘‘artifi-
cially’’ opened weakly closed channels was of the order
20 so that the dimension of the resulting totalK varied be-
tween 20 and 40.

The convergence of the calculations was ensured by
cepting onlyK matrices for which the mean deviation of th
elements ofTtrT ~T eigenvector matrix ofK! from those of
the unit matrix was less than 0.002 and the maximum de
tion, less than 0.05~and in general less than 0.01!. In a few
cases~indicated in Table I below!, we have not been able t
obtain satisfactory convergence in the calculations.
found that the totalK matrix thus obtained for a givenNc(d)

value in general remained constant over a range of about
cm21 so that its evaluation was required only at correspo
ing energy intervals.

The next step of the calculations involved the evaluat
of the stationary ionization/dissociation wave functio
1-3
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TABLE I. Triplet gerade resonances in H2 ~cm21!

v9 N9c~d! Nc~d! E(obs)a,b E(calc)a Obs.-calc. G~obs! G~calc! Remark

7 1d 2d 125 383 125 379 14 @29e#,10f 16.8 e,f

v151 ionization threshold at 126 608.6
8 1d 2d 126 764 126 762 12 24 15.9 e

7 1d 2d 127 016.5 127 014 13 1.8 g,h

8 1d 2d 127 015.0 127 014 11 1.2 g,h

9 1d 2d 128 034 128 031 13 20 15.0 e

9 1d 1c 128 324.1 128 317 17 2 1.3 h,i

9 1d 2d 128 331.5 128 329 13 2 1.3 h,i

v152 ionization threshold at 128 672.6
9 1d 2d 129 188 129 187 11 15 13.1 e

10 1d 2d 129 188 129 187 11 16 13.2 e

10 1d 1c 129 199 129 198 11 1.7 1.9 e,i

10 1d 2d 129 279 129 286 27 2.2 1.3 e,i

10 1d 1c 130 085.0 130 094 29 3.5 1.2 e,i,j

11 1d 1c 130 084.2 130 094 210 4 1.2 i

11 1d 2d 130 132.4 130 138 26 3 2.0 i,k

11 3d 2d 130 132.6 130 138 25 2 1.5 i,k

10 1d 2d 130 133.4 130 142 29 2.9 1.8 e,i,k

10 3d 2d 130 132.5 130 142 29 4 1.8 e,h,k

10 1d 2d 130 228 130 226 12 15 12.5 e

11 1d 2d 130 227 130 226 11 15 11.6 e

10 5d 4d 130 278.4 130 279 21 3 1.1 i,l

11 3d 4d 130 277.5 130 279 21 2 1.0 i

10 5d 4d 130 321.6 130 327 25 2 1.1 i

11 3d 4d 130 320.5 130 327 26 2 1.2 i
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through application of the appropriate asymptotic bound
conditions to each channel component by using stand
MQDT procedures. These calculations were carried out o
fine energy mesh, typically 1 cm21 or less, depending on th
widths of the resonances studied. In a further step, the
tionary wave functions were recombined to yield outgoi
particle waves in each selected open channel,i or d. In the
final step, the real channel dipole amplitudesDc

i and Dc
d

were appropriately superposed to yield the complex tra
tion amplitude for fragmentation into each channel, a
hence the corresponding partial cross section or oscill
strength.

B. Comparison with experiment

Table I collects all 18 triplet gerade excited resonan
listed in Ref. @5# ~their Table I! and all 23 resonances ob
served in Ref.@6# ~their Table III!. The reported transition
frequencies have been converted into absolute upper-
energies by adding the appropriatec 3Pu

2 , v9, N9 level en-
ergies from Ref.@8#. Note that all lower-state levels are i
fact known through calculations only and therefore t
upper-state energies converted from the observed trans
frequencies also are affected by the error of calculation.
observed widths are also given and, for easy compar
with Refs. @5,6#, the quantum numbersv9, N9 of the lower
level from which a given resonance was excited is indica
in addition to the upper-stateNc/d value. These data are com
pared with the results of the present calculations.
06251
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The observed and calculated resonance positions a
within a mean deviation of 7 cm21, a gratifying result con-
sidering that the present calculations are fullyab initio with
regard to both the upper and lower levels. Also the excitat
is very high, up to 1 eV above the ionization threshold. F
ther, all assignmentsv9, N9, andNc(d) given in Refs.@5,6#
are corroborated by the present work in spite of the fact t
the upper-stateN assignments in the experimental pape
were to some extent tentative. The resonances that are n
assigned in the present work are indicated.

The calculations reproduce nicely the alternation
‘‘broad’’ and ‘‘narrow’’ resonances observed in the expe
ments. The agreement of the observed and calculated r
nance widths is also satisfactory. Note that with few exc
tions, the calculated widths are smaller than the experime
ones. This trend is most pronounced for the lowest bro
resonances. The worst case is the resonance at 125 383 c21,
whereGcalc/Gobs50.6. According to Bjerre@14#, the experi-
ments of Refs.@5,6# systematically overestimate the res
nance widths. This is due to saturation effects that affect
relative accuracy of the measured widths of broad as wel
narrow resonances. These experimental difficulties appea
have been overcome in the more recent differential cro
section measurements of Siebbeleset al. @15# who studied
four low-lying broad resonances in excitation from vario
c-state levels. One of these is the 125 383 cm21 resonance
for which Ref. @15# gives a value of 1661 cm21 in agree-
ment with the present calculated value of 16.8 cm21 ~cf.
1-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

v9 N9c~d! Nc~d! E(obs)a,b E(calc)a Obs.-calc. G~obs! G~calc! Remark

v153 ionization threshold at 130 613.5
11 1d 1c 130 862.8 130 864 21 2 1.2 i

12 1d 1c 130 862.6 130 864 21 2 1.2 i

11 1d 1c 130 917.6 130 907 111 2 3.3 i,h

12 1d 2c 130 916.9 130 919 22 2 4.9 i

11 1d 2d 130 925.1 130 931 26 4 3.7 m

11 1d 2d 130 952.1 130 957 25 4 3.8 m

12 1d 2d 131 045 131 045 0 ,2 1.3 m

11 3d 4d 131 127.1 131 139 212 3 1.6 i

11 5d 4d 131 128.2 131 139 211 1.6 i

11 1d 2d 131 145 131 145 0 15 10.5 e

12 1d 2d 131 145 131 145 0 14 10 e

11 3d 3c 131 215 20 e,n

11 3d 4d 131 312 131 317 25 45 49.1 e

12 1d 1c 131 604.3 3 i,o

12 1d 2d 131 662.0 131 681 219 2 4.1 i,p

12 1d 2d 131 935 131 950 215 11 9.5 e,p

12 1d 1c 132 255.3 4 i,n

12 1d 2d 132 307.4 132 328 221 2 1.2 i,p

v154 ionization threshold at 132 435.0
12 1d 2d 132 588 10 e,n

aTotal energy above the ground levelX1Sg
1 , v50, J50.

bObtained from the transition energies listed in Refs.@5,6# by adding the appropriatec-state level energies
from Ref. @8#.
cTotal parity1~21!N.
dTotal parity2~21!N.
eLemboet al., Ref. @5# ~Table I!.
fFrom Siebbeleset al., Ref. @15# ~Table I!. The value from Ref.@5# is given in square brackets~see the
discussion in the text!.
gLemboet al., Ref. @6# ~Table I!. These resonances have been observed only in ionization. They are inc
here in view of the following discussion; c.f. in particular Table IV.
hPresent assignment.
iLemboet al. @Ref. @6## ~Table III!.
jCalculated in ionization, with negligible intensity in dissociation.
kAccording to the calculations, there are two closely spaced resonances withN52d: the first, at 130 138 cm21

is strong but appears only in ionization. The second, at 130 142 cm21, is weaker and appears also in diss
ciation.
lThis resonance is calculated as a window resonance appearing on top of a broad feature cen
130 416 cm21 with a width of 57 cm21 that has not been reported in Ref.@6#.
mLemboet al., Ref. @6# ~Table I and II!. These resonances have been observed only in ionization. The
included here in view of the following discussion; cf. in particular Fig. 3.
nResonance not found in the calculations due to numerical instabilities. See, however, Table III of R@8#.
oNo resonance of symmetryNc(d)51c or 2d found in the calculations.
pDeviation probably related to numerical instabilities in the calculation.
fo
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Table I; two more of the resonances reported in Ref.@15# are
discussed in Sec. III C below!.

As already mentioned, the ‘‘sharp’’ resonances have
the most part been observed both in the photoionization
in the depletion spectra. While no quantitative informati
concerning the dissociation and ionization yields is given
Ref. @6#, Refs. @5# and @6# each present an example of o
served photoionization and depletion spectra. Figures 2 a
compare these observed ionization/depletion spectra with
theoretical ionization/dissociation spectra. Figure 2 illu
06251
r
d

n

3
he
-

trates one of the ‘‘broad’’ resonances observed in Ref.@5#:
This resonance as well as the two much sharper feat
nearby, while strong in the depletion spectrum, do not app
at all in ionization. It can be seen that this behavior is p
fectly reproduced by the theory that also correctly accou
for the two sharp ‘‘parasite’’ features. Reference@6# reports a
spectrum containing several ‘‘sharp’’ resonances with va
ing ratios of the ionization and dissociation yields. This
illustrated by Fig. 3. The observed and calculated photoi
ization spectra are again in quite good agreement with reg
1-5
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to positions, relative intensities, and widths. Two of the re
nances appear enhanced in the depletion spectrum with
spect to the other two, indicating that they are more stron
predissociated. It can be seen that theory indeed corre
predicts the same pair of resonances to be strongest in
dissociation spectrum. Note that a different oscilla
strength scale was used for the two theoretical spectra in
3 to facilitate comparison with the experimental spectra.
particular, we reduced the plotting scale of the calcula
dissociation spectrum of Fig. 3 by a factor of 3 with resp
to the ionization spectrum. Bjerre@14# asserts that judging
from the way the experiments were done, this factor mus
. 1 because in the depletion spectra the molecular beam
two laser beams must be spatially superposed, wherea
ionization spectrum is obtained by superposition of the m
lecular beam with just one laser beam. Somewhat more
tuitively, it appears@14# that if this factor was@1, one would
probably not observe a depletion spectrum at all. Theref
the adjustment factor 3 determined here appears reason

C. Analysis of fragmentation mechanisms

The results presented in the preceding subsection il
trate the power of theab initio MQDT approach employed
here. It is tempting to get more detailed insight into t

FIG. 2. Example of a ‘‘broad’’ predissociation resonance.~a!
Observed and calculated in ionization,~b! observed in depletion and
calculated in dissociation~c.f. the text!. The lower state is thev
510, N51 level of c 3Pu

2 . The intensity scale of the theoretica
spectra corresponds to the calculated oscillator strength distribu
~d f /dE in units eV21!.
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physical mechanisms at work by examining the composit
of the multichannel wave functions.

Table II collects information on the spectral compositi
of the wave functions evaluated for the ‘‘broad’’ resonanc
with Nc(d)52d. For each resonance, we give the position a
width as well as the dominant closed-channel contributio
Each such channel is denoted byl (n), v1, N1. v1, N1 and

on

FIG. 3. Example of ‘‘narrow’’ predissociation/preionizatio
resonances. The lower state is thev511, N51 level of c 3Pu

2.
Top: observed depletion and ionization spectra. Bottom: calcula
ionization and dissociation spectra. The intensity scale of the th
retical spectra corresponds to the calculated oscillator strength
tribution ~d f /dE in units eV21!. See the text for details.
1-6
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TABLE II. ‘‘Broad’’ resonances withN52d in the range 125 000–132 000 cm21. Energies and widths in
cm21.

Energy Width

Dominant bound channelsaBOb Obs.-calc. MQDT Obs.-calc. BOc MQDT

125 349 134 125 379 14 18 16.8 l 52, n53.04,v157, N151
l 52, n53.02,v157, N153

126 734 130 126 762 12 16 15.9 l 52, n53.04,v158, N151
l 52, n53.02,v158, N153

128 007 127 128 031 13 14 15.2 l 52, n53.05,v159, N151
l 52, n53.02,v159, N153

129 166 122 129 187 11 13 13.2 l 52, n53.05,v1510, N151
l 52, n53.03,v1510, N153

130 207 121 130 226 12 11 13.2 l 52, n53.05,v1511, N151
l 52, n53.03,v1511, N153

131 128 117 131 145 0 10 10.5 l 52, n53.05,v1512, N151
l 52, n53.03,v1512, N153

131 922 113 131 950 215 8 9.5 l 52, n53.05,v1513, N151
l 52, n53.03,v1513, N153
l 52, n511.98,v154, N153
l 52, n57.00,v155, N151

acf. the text.
bCalculated@5# in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Theab initio Born-Oppenheimer potential-energ
curve was shifted so as to correlate correctly with then53 threshold at 133 608.8 cm21.
cCalculated in Ref.@5# in the pure precession approximation using the Fermi golden rule~see the text!.
th
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.
lev-
.
rve
er
l are the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers of
ground-state ion core and the Rydberg electron orbital qu
tum number as before.n is the effective principal quantum
number for each channel, given in parenthesis and evalu
with the resonance energyE and the threshold energyE1

according toE2E152R/n2, whereR is the Rydberg en-
ergy. Inspection of Table II suggests immediately that
series of broad resonances corresponds to a vibrational
gression associated with ad electron. The effective principa
quantum number, roughly constant along the series, is a
3.03, i.e.,n53,m520.03. This quantum-defect value corr
06251
e
n-

ed

e
ro-

ut

sponds tomdd
(D) nearR'3 as can be seen with reference

Fig. 2~c! of Ref. @8#. It thus follows that the series of broa
resonances ‘‘belongs’’ to thej 3Dg

2 state as had indeed bee
concluded already by Lemboet al. @5#.

Table II also lists the Born-Oppenheimer bound vibr
tional levels calculated for thej state with theab initio po-
tential curve of Rychlewski@7,5#. The assignments in Ref
@5# were based on these theoretical Born-Oppenheimer
els. Essentially the same potential curve was used in Ref@8#
to determine the clamped-nuclei quantum-defects cu
mD

dd(R). The difference between the Born-Oppenheim
TABLE III. Resonances withN52d in the range 118 000–125 000 cm21. Energies and widths in cm21.

Total Energy Width

Experiment Dominant bound channelsaE(calc)b E(obs) Obs.-calc. G~calc!b G~obs!

118 734 118 725.16 29 1.1 c l 52, n53.03,v153, N151,3
120 553 120 555.6 13 1.2 d l 52, n53.03,v154, N151,3

120 552 21 ,1 e

122 281 122 279 22 25.4 2361 f l 52, n53.03,v155, N151,3
122 281 0 @50610# e

123 883 123 887 14 18.0 1961 f l 52, n53.04,v156, N151,3
123 882 21 @50610# e

ac.f. the text.
bMQDT, present work.
cJozefowskiet al., Ref @19#.
dKoot et al., Ref. @17#.
ede Bruijn et al., Ref. @18#.
fSiebbeleset al., Ref. @15#.
1-7
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levels and our calculated resonance positions is due to
adiabatic and nonadiabatic effects that are taken into acc
in our approach but were neglected in Refs.@5,7#. Table II
further lists thej-state resonance widths calculated in Ref.@5#
using the Fermi golden rule and assuming a rotation
electronic Coriolis interaction between thej 3Dg and the
i 3Pg state. The predissociating interaction is then given
the familarl-uncoupling matrix element

VE52@N~N11!22#1/2^ i 3Pgu l 2u j 3Dg&

3K xE
~3Pg!

~R!U 1

mR2Uxv
~3Dg!

~R!L , ~7!

wherel 2 is the orbital angular momentum lowering opera
component,xE andxv are continuum and bound vibration
wave functions, respectively, and where the electronic ma
element may be evaluated in the ‘‘pure precession’’ appro
mation by assumingl 52 @16#. It is interesting to see that th
Fermi golden rule expression and MQDT predict very sim
lar predissociation widths in this particular instance. T
indicates that thej state, by contrast to ther state~see be-
low!, is only little affected by multichannel interactions.

Table III lists a few additionalj-state resonance position
and widths~v53 – 6, not included in Table I! that lie below
the ionization threshold but above the H(1s)1H(n52) dis-
sociation limit and have been observed by fast-beam ph
fragment spectroscopy by Siebbeleset al. @15#, Koot et al.
@17# and de Bruijn and Helm@18#. The very lowest of these
are quite narrow because they lie below the potential hu
of the i 3Pg state~see Fig. 1! and therefore predissociate b
tunneling through that hump. The observed dramatic
crease of the predissociation width betweenv54 andv55
is correctly reproduced by MQDT. The widths determined
Ref. @15# are in much better agreement with theory th
those determined in Ref.@18#. The reason is presumabl
again that the determinations of Ref.@18# are affected by
saturation effects while those of Ref.@15# are not~see the
discussion in Sec. III B!.

Table IV is analogous to Table II and presents the eig
vector analysis for the series of ‘‘sharp’’ resonances co
sponding toNc(d)52d. The situation here appears at fir
more confusing since each resonant state is spread ov
whole range of equally dominantv1 and hencen values, the
latter ranging fromv'3 up to 4 ~with a componentn'7
also appearing in two instances!. We know that generally
speaking levels with lowerv1 or highern tend to preionize
more easily, while levels with higherv1 or lower n tend to
predissociate: In other words, the amount of energy
changed between the vibrational and electronic degree
freedom tends to be minimized. This type of ‘‘energy g
law’’ ~or propensity rule! has been discussed, e.g., in R
@20#. The larger spread ofv1 channel components seen
Table IV as compared to Table II thus explains why t
‘‘sharp’’ resonances have a better chance to preionizeand
predissociate, and therefore to be observed in the photoio
tion as well as in the depletion spectrum.
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A closer inspection of Table IV reveals that within th
spread of effective principal quantum number values rec
ring subgroups with roughly constantn appear: '3.85,
'3.33,'3.14, and'3.03. The latter value is again chara
teristic for the j 3Dg state, while the former values chara
terize ther 3Pg state in the range fromR53 – 6: as seen in
Fig. 1, ther state starts out at smallR as a 1sg4dp state and
evolves adiabatically to 1sg3dp and eventually to then
53 dissociation limit through interaction with the doub
excited 1su2ppu repulsive state~cf. the detailed discussion
in Ref. @8#!. Its effective quantum number stays very ne
n54 up to R'3 and then begins to decrease rapidly:n
53.8 for R53.5, n53.3 nearR54, n53.2 for R55. The

TABLE IV. ‘‘Sharp’’ resonances withN52d.

Energya Widtha Series Dominant bound channelsb

127 014c 1.8 n'n.85: l 52, n53.91,v155, N151
n'n.85: l 52, n53.85,v155, N153
n'n.85: l 52, n52.90,v159, N153

128 329 1.3 n'n.85: l 52, n53.84,v156, N151
n'n.85: l 52, n53.79,v156, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n53.24,v158, N153
n'n.03: l 52, n53.06,v159, N153

129 286 1.3 n'n.03: l 52, n54.05,v156, N153
n'n.85: l 52, n53.67,v157, N153
n'n.33: l 52, n53.40,v158, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n53.22,v159, N151
n'n.14: l 52, n53.20,v159, N153
n'n.03: l 52, n53.04,v1510, N153

130 142 1.5 n'n.85: l 52, n52.93,v157, N151
n'n.85: l 52, n53.88,v157, N153
n'n.33: l 52, n53.33,v159, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n53.18,v1510, N151
n'n.14: l 52, n53.16,v1510, N153
n'n.03: l 52, n53.04,v1511, N151
n'n.03: l 52, n53.02,v1510, N153

130 931 3.7 n'n.85: l 52, n57.85,v154, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n54.11,v157, N153
n'n.33: l 52, n53.28,v1510, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n53.14,v1511, N151
n'n.14: l 52, n53.12,v1511, N153
n'n.03: l 52, n53.01,v1512, N153

130 957 3.8 n'n.85: l 52, n57.91,v154, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n54.11,v157, N153
n'n.85: l 52, n53.74,v158, N153
n'n.33: l 52, n53.28,v1510, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n53.14,v1511, N151
n'n.14: l 52, n53.12,v1511, N153
n'n.03: l 52, n53.01,v1512, N153

131 045 1.5 n'n.85: l 52, n55.72,v155, N153
n'n.85: l 52, n54.82,v156, N151
n'n.33: l 52, n54.72,v156, N153
n'n.85: l 52, n53.76,v158, N153
n'n.14: l 52, n53.14,v1511, N153

aPresent calculated values in cm21.
bcf. the text.
cExperimentally observed only in ionization.
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‘‘sharp’’ series of resonances thus corresponds to vibratio
wave functions largely confined to the region betweenR
53 and 5. Figure 1 suggests that this confinement ar
because the vibrational motion takes place in an effec
potential well whose left limb is formed by the diabatic do
bly excited 1su2ppu repulsive state and whose right lim
corresponds to the singly excited 1sg3dpg configuration
converging toward then53 dissociation limit.@The left limb
formed by the doubly excited 1su2ppu repulsive state is no
shown in the figure but can be imagined easily as rising fr
the n52 ~i state! asymptote toward the left and passing in
the ionization continuum near aboutR53.5 a.u.#

Note finally that the above interpretation is in appare
contradiction with ther-state assignments given in Table I
of Ref. @8# which in part are based on the same resonan
listed in Table IV, but which were calculated as bound sta
~neglecting the discrete-continuum couplings!. We stress
here once again that we have here a situation where stro
avoided crossings occur, as illustrated by Fig. 1, and th
fore apparently conflicting interpretations are possible
pending on the way the calculations are made and analy
The main point of course is that we are in a position to ca
out quantitative calculations that are independent of the
terpretative point of view adopted.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extended the analysis of trip
bound states of H2 presented by Rosset al. @8# to the energy
range above the ionization threshold. The intermediate
gion between then52 dissociation threshold and the I.P
remains to be studied theoretically in more detail, althou
in Sec. III C we have discussed some of the fast-beam p
tofragment spectroscopic results of Siebbeleset al. @15# de
Bruijn and Helm@18# pertaining to this range.

The present analysis of decay processes in highly exc
triplet gerade H2 accounts for rather diverse intramolecul
interactions in a single unified approach: At the lower ed
of the energy range studied here, the vibration/rotation lev
of the j 3Dg

2 state are coupled by rotational-electronic C
es

s.

H.

m
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riolis interaction to bound levels of thei 3Pg
2 state that in

turn mediate the slow dissociation by tunneling through
potential barrier of this state~accidental predissociation!. At
higher energy, thej ' i Coriolis interaction leads to fast dis
sociation directly into the vibrational continuum of thei
state. Ther 3Pg state undergoes strong electronic mixin
with the antibonding doubly excited 1su2ppu configuration,
and its potential-energy curve thereby acquires the shape
‘‘shelf’’ state. We have shown that it is this strongly mixe
nature that allows the levels of this state to simultaneou
predissociate and preionize. At the same time, rotation
electronic Cariolis couplingr' j is also active~cf. Table
IV !: Note that the ‘‘pure precession’’ approximation wou
restrict this coupling to thei' j pair of states. The electroni
interaction between singly and doubly excited configuratio
is so strong that the adiabatic picture of noncrossing mi
curves appears to be the better starting point for an un
standing of the fragmentation dynamics than would be
diabatic crossing curves corresponding to ‘‘pure’’ singly
doubly excited states. The surprisingly small observed
calculated level widths for ionization and dissociation po
in this direction. At the same time, we have found that t
vibrational motion in the observedr state resonances appea
to be effectively confined to a small range ofR values, be-
tween about 3 and 5 a.u. This phenomenon in turn is b
rationalized in terms of single-configuration potential curv
The main message here of course is that ourab initio MQDT
approach handles all these complexities in a global fash
without requiring a special provision for each particular e
fect. We believe that our approach will also be required
treat the fragmentation dynamics in alkali dimers whe
highly excited states play a role in the formation of ultraco
molecules.
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